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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the effectiveness of environmental regulations for 

water-borne emissions in the Swedish pulp and paper industry. Furthermore, the study 

intends to analyze if there are differences in the effectiveness before and after the 

restructuring of the Swedish regulatory procedures in 1999. It also addresses the impact 

of compliance periods in the regulatory process. The method is econometric and based 

on the use of a fixed-effect panel data regression model. The data comprise 1 698 unique 

observation from 21 Swedish pulp and paper mills during the time period 1980-2013 

regarding emissions, emission standards and production levels. The results display that 

the environmental regulation in the industry has been effective in the sense that emissions 

have decreased with the implementation of performance standards. Furthermore, the 

period before 1999 shows a greater reduction of emissions than the period after 1999. 

Finally, the results indicate that the use of compliance periods appears to have contributed 

to a greater reduction in emissions compared to cases where no such periods are granted. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

 

 

 

 

Syftet med denna studie är att analysera effektiviteten av miljöregleringen av 

vattenbaserade utsläpp inom den svenska massa- och pappersindustrin. Dessutom avser 

denna studie att analysera om det finns några effektivitetsskillnader före och efter 

omstruktureringen av den svenska regleringsprocessen år 1999. Studien behandlar även 

effekten av anpassningsperioder i regleringsprocessen. Metoden är ekonometrisk och 

baseras på en "fixed-effect" panel datamodell. Datamaterialet består av 1 689 unika 

observationer från 21 svenska massa- och pappersbruk under åren 1980 - 2013 avseende 

utsläpp, gränsvärden och produktionsnivåer. Resultatet visar att miljöregleringen har varit 

effektiv i den meningen att utsläppen har minskat med införandet av gränsvärden. 

Dessutom, perioden innan 1999 visar en större utsläppsreduktion än perioden efter 1999. 

Till sist, resultaten indikerar att användandet av anpassningsperioder verkar ha bidragit 

till större utsläppsreduceringar i jämförelse till de fall där dessa perioder inte beviljades.   
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Problem description 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) is responsible for the Swedish 

environmental system. The system contains of 24 way-points and 16 environmental 

quality goals. In the year of 2020, 15 out of 16 environmental goals will not be reached. 

One of the goals that will not be reached is the “Living lakes and streams” which aims to 

protect the lakes and streams around Sweden. (SEPA 2016). This goal incorporates the 

Swedish Pulp and Paper Industry (SPPI), and thus their waterborne emissions. The SEPA 

makes the assessment that the goal will not be reached with current decided emission 

regulation until 2020 (SEPA 2016). 

Today’s environmental legislation is an effect of Sweden’s entrance to the European 

Union (EU). In April 1999, the legislation and institutional structure was rebuilt to suit 

both Sweden’s and EU’s environmental goals (Lundgren et al. 2011). The result was the 

Environmental Code. During 1969-1999 the licensing and legislations process was 

controlled by the Licensing Board of Environmental Protection (LBEP). From 1999 to 

today five different environmental courts are in charge.  

Historically the SPPI has reduced their emission greatly. Kriström and Wibe (1992) 

concluded that the industrial control in Sweden during 1970s and 1980s led to major 

declines in pollutions at a low cost. Bergquist et al. (2013) confirmed that this statement 

also was valid for the SPPI. The specific instruments behind this reduction were, and still 

are, performance standards. Performance standards regulate the emissions in terms of 

absolute maximum amounts of emission. Historically, the use of performance standards 

has been widespread. Such instruments are fairly easy to apply and monitor thus its high 

goal completion1. Nentjes et al. (2007) developed and clarified the mathematical 

                                                 
1The statement is in comparison to taxes, this discussion is deeper in chapter 2. 
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framework and what variables that affect an efficient performance standard. One of these 

variables is how new instruments should be implemented in an (in most cases) already 

ongoing licensing process. The regulator should consider, besides the actual target, the 

time it takes for the firm to adjust to new standards. Hence, the implementation process 

of an instrument is maybe the most critical part of an accepted and efficient instrument. 

The implementation process is also (and further in this study) called the compliance 

period. As this study will show the compliance period plays a vital role in the process of 

an efficient emission control process. The compliance period is complex in all aspects. 

The institutional framework is thus important, as Lindmark and Bergquist (2008) 

conclude. Duit (2007) discusses Sweden’s institutional restructure in 1999. Could there 

be differences for the SPPI? Furthermore, recent research has not test the theories with 

actual data and an econometrical approach has not been conducted to prove that the 

instrument is effective for the SPPI and that a compliance period is the answer to the big 

decline in emission.  

1.2 Objective of the study 

The heart of the matter and especially for this study is whether the implementation of new 

emission standards can explain the reduction in emission in the SPPI and whether the 

intuitional framework has influenced the magnitudes of these reductions.  

With the problem description just discussed the objective of this study will therefore be 

to: 

evaluate the effectiveness of performance standards for the SPPI and investigate the 

impact of the institutional restructure and as well as of the use of compliance periods 

 

1.3 Scope of the study 

Given the limited time this study will cover Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) emissions 

from 21 Swedish pulp mills and the performance standard for COD. The period that will 

be analyzed is 1980 – 2013. This scope is chosen due to the importance of robust results 

with a rather simple method. Thus the simple method, the results can later be applied to 

other industries where performance standards are currently used or the use of the same 

method.  
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1.4 Method 

The method that will be used to answer the objective are first a theoretical approach which 

depends on the articles by Nentjes et al. (2007) and Bergquist et al. (2013). In the work 

by Nentjes et al. (2007) the mathematical framework of the regulators utility is of extra 

importance for this study. The mathematical framework is from the regulators perspective 

and includes several aspects that the regulator should obey to maximize the reduction. In 

Bergquist et al. (2013) the discussion about the uncertainty and deep emission reduction 

i.e. technology-forcing, is of importance. Their study covers the SPPI and basically the 

entire paper is relevant. The theoretical approach is later the foundation to the 

econometrical runs that is conducted afterwards. Further the econometrical runs are based 

on a fixed-effect panel data regression model. The selection of this specific model 

depends on that neither macroeconomic events nor mill-specific characteristics will affect 

the model’s outcome. The model intents are to verify the theoretical section as well as 

answer the objective.  

1.5 The case of performance standards in the SPPI 

1.5.1 The Swedish Environmental Legislation Process 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Act was introduced in 1969. It was the second act 

ever in Sweden that was addressing the nature and environment2. The act was not 

unquestioned in the beginning thus the industry had fears of their possible loss of 

influence in the decision-making of their own affairs. (Duit 2007) The Act was based on 

case-by-case verdicts which meant that, substantially, the Licensing Board of 

Environmental Protection (LBEP) (Lundqvist 1980)3 decided individual emission limits, 

maximum production etcetera. The LBEP hade the role of an intermediator, between 

SEPA and the industry. LBEP contained representatives from the SEPA and the industry 

(which was represented by a person with technical competence) which jointly granted 

permits. (Duit 2007).4 At the introduction and many years onwards the initial approach 

was focused on performance rather than the level of technology for the mills. The permits 

were reconsidered and renewed with 10 years’ time spans based on the, for the time, best-

available-technology (BAT). As can be seen later in this study5, during this time the 

                                                 
2 The first act was Nature Conservation Act in 1964.  
3 There were more governing departments where the level of firm and application decided which department 

who was authorized.  
4 The work by Duit (2007) scrutinizes the entire Swedish institutional structure and is an “must read” work 

thus the complexity of the legislation. 
5 Chapter 5 discusses the use of compliance periods more thoroughly.  
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permits were not permanent (per definition) resulting in greater flexibility. In 1981 and 

1988 the system was reviewed resulting in that the institutional form of governing started 

to decentralize to the municipals. The main tasks that was transferred was monitoring, the 

absolute core function remained intact, resulting in insignificant changes. (Duit 2007) 

In 1989, a governmental investigation begun and 1997 the Environmental Code was 

presented. The major cause was to collect all the different laws under one framework as 

well as the EU legislation could incorporate under the same framework. The Code was 

started in April 1999 and ended the LBEP as institution. The replacement was five 

regional environmental courts with one supreme environmental court (Duit 2007). The 

new Code started with 15 different goals with several partial goals include in the main 

goals. After several revisions, there is today 16 main goals together with 70 interim 

targets6. (SEPA 2016) 

1.5.2 The pollutants and measuring techniques’ 

The earlier section described the legislation process and the intuitional framework. 

Regardless which form the institution has, the overall goal is to lower hazardous 

substances arising from production.    

In the production of both pulp and paper the emission is both by air and water. The major 

airborne emissions are sulfur, nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide. For the water emission, 

the major pollutants are organic carbon and organic material. To realize the scale of 

production for the industry the total water usage in the industry during 2015 was 411 

million 𝑚3 in process flow and 275 million 𝑚3 in cooling water. (Skogs-industrierna 

2017).   

For the airborne pollutants, the AOX is used as a measure. It is measuring the organic 

bound halogens. One another important measure is the process sulfur.  

For the organic material that being emit by water the COD is the measuring method that 

is in use today. Previously the most common used method was Biochemical Oxygen 

Demand (BOD) but in the latter years it has been replaced with COD. In this study, the 

emission of organic material will therefore be named solely COD and is it measured in 

ton per year.  

                                                 
6 These interim targets are more direct in the design and take up numbers and completion dates.  
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1.6 Outline 

This study is divided into seven chapters where the introduction and the theoretical 

framework will introduce the reader and give the reader a better base to stand on when 

continuing with the literature review. Under chapter four the methodology is presented. 

Further the presentation of the data that has been used for the econometrics is in chapter 

five. Chapter six is where the practical work has been done. The seventh and concluding 

chapter will discuss the results and further research in the field.  
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CHAPTER 2 - THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The objective of this chapter is to present the theories behind the intended method. The 

sections follow a logical order. The first section goes thru the differences between taxes 

and performance standards while the last section goes in to the depth in theory regarding 

performance standards. 

 

 

 

 

2.1 The choice of pollution control instrument 

Regulators e.g. government/EPA has several methods to impose reduction in emissions. 

The regulators direct objective of emission reduction, are often decided higher up in the 

hierarchy by government. The national EPA get directions for environmental goals and it 

is up to the EPA to form and adjust the legislation to achieve the highest effectiveness. 

To choose one instrument over another, can at a first glance be simple and 

straightforward. 7 The criteria are either cost-effective (market-based solution) or strict 

level of emission i.e. high goal completion. The four major instruments can be divided 

into two larger groups, Command-and-Control (CAC) and market based instrument.  

For the market based instrument one can find tax and transferable quotas. The emission 

tax is widely used in the private consuming industry i.e. carbon dioxide emission thus is 

basic concepts are addressing behavioral changes as well as it promotes incentives for 

technology development. The tax is also equitable in its design. The other market based 

instrument, the transferable quota system8 is also used widely. The system is based on a 

set limit of permits that can be traded between parties within the system.  However, 

besides the obvious differences from taxes the transferable quota system addresses larger 

airborne pollutant industries e.g. sulfur emissions in the US power industry or the EU 

ETS program addressing carbon dioxide. The marked based instruments have a strong 

                                                 
7 The basic student literature tends to just focus on incentives or cost effectiveness as the one determinant. 

The further research, which will be shown later in this study, shows many other determinants. 
8 One another term for this type of emission control is cap-and-trade 
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incentive to develop modern technology, thus the positive economic effects are direct 

connected to the level of emission as can be seen in figure 1. 

For the CAC-group one can find “specified technology” and performance standards. The 

“specified technology” instrument forces the polluter to adapt a certain technology. The 

level of emission is thus depending of current technology. The performance standard 

instrument strongest advantages are the elevated level of goal completion.  

The next section will compare the marked-based instrument of tax on emissions with the 

CAC instrument of performance standards.  

2.2 Taxes versus standards in environmental regulation  

The following basic figure is an exponential marginal abatement cost (MAC) curve with 

abatement and cost on respective axis. 9  The general assumption regarding the MAC 

curve are that the curve is increasing in slope the more emission that is cleaned i.e. the 

abatement is more expensive. In the figure, there are two MAC curves, the first curve 

(MAC0) shows the initial state and second curve (MAC1) shows the next state, after the 

firm has improved their emission cleaning technology. A closer explanation of the 

intersection where the level of performance standard (PF) meets the level of tax (T) and 

MAC0 is required. Regardless of which policy that is in use the emitter always pays for 

cleaning i.e. for every unit of cleaned emission the emitter has a cost in contradiction to 

not clean emission. The differences can be found in the instrument. The tax is designed 

to increase the cost of not clean after a certain level of emission. The same scenario is for 

the performance standard. However, when the emitter increases its capacity to clean i.e. 

acquire better technology the level of tax does not need to be adjusted in order to remain 

incentive producing. The performance standard on the other hand remains (if not 

adjusted) at the same level and thus, the incentives are the same. Box A shows the initial 

benefit in abatement costs if the firm improves the cleaning technology. Box B shows the 

increased benefit if there would have been a tax-based instrument. 

 

                                                 
9 In the case-based study of Cirque et al. (1999) (which is one of many) there are several figures of 

constructed marginal abatement curves from collected data. However, a drawn figure is to prefer when 

showing the basics.  
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𝐴𝑃𝐹 𝐴𝑇 

      

Figure 1 - The difference between tax and CAC standards   

The benefit (and incentive) with tax is therefore both box A and B combined. This can be 

compared to the CAC-instrument. It is important to highlight that this benefit is straightly 

economic and the main incentive for the firm is therefore a lowered cost of abate 

emission. The main difference for the two incentives is that the performance standard 

does not provide incentive beyond the set emission limit. In contradiction, the tax 

instrument always provides incentives thus the instrument affects every single ton of 

emission, whether if it is low or high. The curve would push outwards with a better 

emission control technique as shown in the figure.  

The negative side of the tax-based instrument is the uncertainty of goal completion. The 

major problem with tax is that it is flat and general which gives that the regulator must 

have complete information for each individual mill to achieve a specific goal. The 

benefits of CAC are contrary, high goal completion.  

Pearman et al. (2011) is listing several criteria’s when selecting the proper instrument. 

This study has already mention cost-effectiveness as one of them but one another criteria 

is the “cost of use under uncertainty”10. To understand the next sections better, a quick 

review of marginal benefit (MB) of abatement is required. The MB curve is declining as 

can be seen in figure 2. The curve tells us what the marginal benefit is to increase one 

                                                 
10 The other criteria’s is long-run effects, dynamic efficiency, ancillary benefits, equity, dependability, 

flexibility, information requirement. All these are of course important to consider, however in this study 

the uncertainty is one major variable that is scrutinized.  

A 

B 
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MAC0 MAC1 

PF 

T 
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a b 

unit of abatement. The shape of the curve is determined by the preferences of those who 

is affected by the emission.  

The foundation of the next figure is the seminal work by Weitzman (1974). The figure 

shows that when the level of abatement is equal to the marginal benefits of abatement 

pollution the situation provides an economical efficient level of pollution abatement.  

There is one important assumption to this statement and that is that the regulator can 

identify the marginal benefit (MB) but have limited knowledge regarding the marginal 

cost (MC). The assumption entails two different curves of MC, the expected MC (MCE) 

and the true MC (MCT). The effects of this assumption are two different cases, one where 

MC is steeper (graph a) and one where MC is flatter (graph b).  

 

 

Figure 2 - The efficiency with tax and CAC 

Source: Bergquist et al. (2013) 

The relative slope of the MC curves is affecting the expected efficiency of the different 

instruments. In the initial phase the regulator assumes the abatement level to �̅�𝐸 , where 

the regulator expect is the efficient level of abatement. In the same assumption, the 

regulator believes that the marginal cost to be 𝑀𝐶𝐴
𝐸 . This results in a tax-level at 𝜎. 

However, the true marginal cost is higher at 𝑀𝐶𝐴
𝑇 resulting in an efficiency loss 

corresponding to the grey triangle on the left in respective graph. As the figure 

demonstrate the tax would only contribute to an abatement of 𝐴𝑇. If the regulator instead 

implements a performance standard at �̅�𝐸  , the resulting efficiency loss will correspond 

to the right triangle. This implies that if the slope of the marginal cost is flat a performance 

standard should be more efficient. Conversely, if the slope of the marginal cost is steep 
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the tax should be more efficient. The slope of the marginal benefit curve also has an 

impact for the level of efficiency as can be seen. 

2.3 Technology-Forcing policies and performance standards  

This section will show the mathematical framework of technology-forcing policies and 

performance standard. The latter section will show the compliance period more 

thoroughly.  

2.3.1 Technology-Forcing Instruments 

As has been discussed in the earlier sections the choice of instrument has several 

determinants. The goal regardless what instrument that is chosen is, reduction of 

emission. In the SPPI the regulator has chosen the performance standard as an instrument. 

The reduction has increased rapidly throughout the years. But what differentiates a small 

reduction and a deep reduction. The differences between a small reduction and a deep 

reduction are what the effects for the firm becomes, in more than just the actual limit. If 

the reduction is so deep that the current technologies cannot meet the future demands of 

reduction the regulator pushes the firm or industry to begin research and development. 

This policy is called “technology-forcing”. In the significant work by Nentjes et al. (2007) 

a simple mathematical model is constructed in order to find the regulator’s utility. Several 

cased-based articles validate their findings (e.g. Lee et al. 2010).  

The first assumption one must made is how to treat the consideration that surrounding the 

regulator’s choice. Either do one treat is as decision variable or as Nentjes et al. (2007) 

treat it, as a potential constraint for the regulator. This study will follow Nentjes et. al. 

(2007) and treat it as a constraint. These considerations in the following model are 

emission reduction i.e. abatement (a), compliance time (t) and uncertainty (∅) which is 

inserted into the regulator’s utility function (u). The utilitiy in this case corresponds as 

lowest possible reduction from the point of view as a regulator. Following model  

𝑢 = 𝑢(𝑎, 𝑡, ∅)  
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑎
> 0  

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑎2
< 0  

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑎
< 0  

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑎2
< 0  

𝜕𝑢

𝜕∅
< 0  

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕∅2
< 0   

This model implies that the abatement cost behaves as a constraint to the regulator. The 

constraint refers and interacting with the best-available-techniques-not-entailing-

excessive-cost solution which, in this case, that BATNEEC takes the role of control costs. 

The next model shows the convex cost function for each abatement technology.  
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𝑐𝑖(𝑟)  
𝑑𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑟
> 0   

𝑑2𝑐𝑖

𝑑𝑟2
> 0 

The next formula is a function for uncertainty where the time (t) represent the compliance 

period. The basic idea with the compliance period is to facilitate for the firms to adapt 

e.g. installation/testing of the new technology and also, conduct R&D.  

∅ =  ∅(𝑟, 𝑡)    
𝜕∅

𝜕𝑟
> 0 

𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑟2
> 0  

𝜕∅

𝜕𝑡
< 0  

𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑡2
> 0   

𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑟𝜕𝑡
=   

𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑡𝜕𝑟
< 0    

The compliance time is based on, as stated earlier, on R&D and installation process. These 

variables are for the firms’ direct costs towards the new emission limit, and are the same 

as the abatement cost. To reduce the costs for the firms the regulator can allow a longer 

compliance period and thus, reduce the costs. This is well known as this has been 

discussed earlier (e.g. Kamien and Schwartz 1982; Visucsi et al. 2005). In results the 

compliance period argument must be involved in the model of costs:  

𝑐 = 𝑐(𝑟, 𝑡)       
𝜕𝑐

𝜕𝑟
> 0 

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑟2
> 0  

𝜕𝑐

𝜕𝑡
< 0  

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑡2
< 0   

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑟𝜕𝑡
< 0    

The fifth and last argument that must be involved is the excessive economic costs. These 

type of costs recalls to potential market exist. Note that this is the regulator’s perception 

of eventual costs and not the actual cost. The new argument involves a cost ceiling to 

what maximum the abatement costs is perceived to avoid market exits.  

𝑐(𝑟, 𝑡) ≤  𝑐̅ 

All of these arguments are affecting the regulators utility. The level of knowledge that the 

regulator has over the companies provides more or less uncertainty. As mention in the 

earlier section the uncertainty inhibits the regulators choices. Furthermore, the uncertainty 

provides inefficiency which brings us in to the next section.  

2.3.2 Implementing technology-forcing instrument under uncertainty 

The purpose of the detailed description in section 2.3.1 of the implementation 

determinants was because the next figure depends a lot on it. The section of 2.3.1 derived 

how the regulator should cope with the various aspects that the firm must manage to 

reduce their emission. These aspects are contributing to the uncertainty within the firm 

and the intended target limit. The right-hand side of the figure represents the transition 

given by joint industry uncertainty and shared R&D. The shared uncertainty opens a 
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higher level of cooperation due to the firms facing the same problem, explorational R&D. 

Thus, the private funding R&D should be helped by public funding in order to lower the 

risk. The public R&D should also be promoting a more risk-taking R&D. One another 

aspect of the joint and public funding R&D is the time given for testing. The flexibility is 

important in order to facilitate R&D thus the uncertainty.  

The three solid marginal curves of abatement represent the existing technologies with 

their respective envelope. The straight envelope ends with dashed lines that are 

representing an extrapolation. The envelop implies that that there is a continuum in 

existing technologies. As Bergquist et al. (2013) shows in their figure it is a distinct 

difference on what level the transition is currently at. Further the figure shows that in 𝐴𝑡+1 

the regulator introducing a new lower level of abatement that cannot be met with existing 

technologies11. As the R&D progress is ongoing the regulator impose stricter levels at 

𝐴𝑡+2. This strategy from the regulator is called the “time-strategy” thus the first 

compliance period at 𝐴𝑡+1 made it possible for the firms to conduct R&D. At 𝐴𝑡+2 the 

compliance period is increased, a smoother transition and a higher level of cooperation is 

made available. With this compliance strategy is important to notice what has been 

discussed in section 2.3.1. The excessive cost that is added with the demands of new 

technology should not exceed the level for market exits.  

 

Figure 3 - Implementation process under uncertainty 

Source: Bergquist et al. (2013) 

                                                 
11 The level is deeper and implies tougher demands in terms of emission control that the current off-the-

shelf commodities cannot provide.  
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As this chapter has shown the regulator should obey certain important decisions factors 

for maximize her utility, i.e., representing lower emissions, both at an industry level and 

at a firm level. As Nentjes et al. (2007) show, the regulator affects not just the level of 

emission but also the behavior of the single firm. The behavior of the single firm will later 

affect the entire industry. The SEPA has chosen the performance standard but with a twist. 

The limit is strict but allows adjustments. The compliance period is such a delicate 

variable due to the effects its gives. If one should be narrowing it down, a shorter period 

should give a clearer target at the cost of higher costs with possible exits and bigger 

uncertainty. Contrary, longer period gives lower costs and reduction in uncertainty but 

lacks in goal completion?  

The parts that are of higher importance for the rest of this study are the design of a 

compliance period. How can the design of the compliance period affect the industry and 

nearby industries i.e. third-party supplier? By extension, has the Swedish institutional 

restructure in 1999 affect the probability of permitted compliance periods? 
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CHAPTER 3 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter will scrutinize some of the previous research that has been conducted. The 

first section statues which data bases and search words that has been used and the 

following three chapters is the actual review (divided into theoretical- and cased-based 

review) where the cased-base part is focused on econometric solutions to different cases. 

At the end and discussion is provided.  

Given that this study is mainly empirical the recent research that is interesting will 

therefore be substantially theoretical and cased-based.  

 

 

 

 

3.1 Data bases and search words 

The data bases that has been used to search for literature in this review is Google Scholar 

and Science Direct where Google Scholar has been the base in the initial search and 

Science Direct in further searches adjoining to the main article. Furthermore, respective 

article is found on the respective publishing site. The explicit words that has been used 

is: 

Emission, Instrument, Pulp- and paper industry, Panel-data, Econometrics, Regression, 

Effectiveness, Limits, Waste, Incentives, Implementation  

  

3.2 Theoretical literature 

The theoretical literature tends to focus on ranking between different policies with focus 

on how much incentive respective policy provide rather than the forces behind.  The first 

literature review doing just that, scrutinizes the forces behind the policy. One another 

aspect of the theoretical review is if there are any recent studies in the actual industry. 

Since the SPPI is significant for the Swedish economy and plays an important part of the 

entire forestry cycle there is some studies conducted. Remarkable there is still few that 
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scrutinizes the relationship between environmental policies and development of cleaning 

technique. The second study is covering that matter. 

As already discussed in chapter 2, the work by Nentjes et al. (2007) is greatly affecting 

this study. The research on the relationship between emission instrument and incentives 

most articles tend to rank the different instrument, according to Nentjes et al. (2007). In 

the same report the authors’ looks beyond just the ranking and investigate what the 

demand-driven determinants of innovation are. The authors derive mathematically the 

characteristics behind what level of emission limit that will force the firms to start conduct 

R&D. Because of the rather comprehensive discussion in chapter 2 the more in-depth 

review regarding their actual work will be find in that chapter. The end result is a two-

way maximization of the regulator’s utility function, one with a binding cost ceiling and 

one without such a ceiling. The differences between the choices are basically whether the 

negative economic cost of a more stringent emission level can be ignored or not. As the 

authors discuss and that is important to have in mind, both for this study as well as in 

general discussion regarding emission control. Historically, the introduction of an 

instrument is often driven by suddenly detected negative effects of industries i.e. 

hazardous emission. The effects of that is that the process includes the same determinants 

as the model in chapter 2 due to the process has the same nature and must consider the 

same determinants i.e. excessive costs and time. 

Bergquist et al. (2013) presenting in their report “Command-and-control revisited: 

Environmental compliance and technological change in Swedish industry 1970–1990” a 

qualitative review of how the introduction on emissions instruments in the Swedish pulp- 

and paper industry has been successful both in reducing emission and keep a strong 

incentive for technology development. The authors present a cased-based methodological 

approach to analyze one of Sweden’s “hot-spots” in emissions, the metal smelter in 

Rönnskär and the SPPI. They adapt their method (which are in large parts discussed in 

chapter 2) and show the actual emission and production with descriptive statistics to show 

how the emissions has been deeply reduced under a 30-year time span simultaneously as 

the production has increased. They move on with the Swedish pulp- and paper industry, 

and note the same facts as with the smelter. Their findings support many of the earlier 

research that has been done as Nentjes et al. (2007), Kemp (1997) and Kriström & Wibe 

(1992).  
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3.3 Cased-based literature 

To begin to understand the field of emission instrument and how they are linked with 

technological development Kemp & Pontoglio (2011) with their survey article is a good 

start. The article examines four literatures: theoretical models on incentives for eco-

innovation, econometric studies based on observed data, survey analysis based on stated 

information and technologic case studies. The aim for the article is to be critical against 

the methodology in each case. The conclusion that are made is five synthesized findings 

where the key findings, in mind for this report, are that the impacts of the instrument may 

depend more on design than type of instrument. With design the authors’ means timing, 

credibility, enforcement etcetera.  One another key finding is that there is not one single 

superior instrument that support innovation and technological development best. It is all 

depending on several variables. The authors’ also find that per theoretical literature, taxes 

and emissions trading system are better in the low-cost perspective but this is not true for 

radical innovation12. 

Lundmark & Söderholm (2004) presents an article to analyze the rate and impacts of 

technical change in the SPPI. The method is an econometrical Translog cost function. 

The Translog function is a flexible function that allows empirical testing when the data 

has effects that could cause biasedness. Their dataset is an unbalanced panel data with 

many variables which of course gives a large model. The empirical results are thus 

comprehensive and confirm, for instance, that the rates of technical change have varied 

over the years but in recent years the rate has increased.  

Growth, foreign direct investment, and the environment: evidence from Chinese cities, 

(Cole, et al., 2011) is a report about the relationship between economic growth and 

industrial emission of sulfur. The authors have several variables like cities, population, 

and emission etcetera. Since the data is not uniform throughout the entire set the authors 

adjust from total emission to emission per unit of industrial product with the help of a 

simple but yet effective formula. All variables are assembled into a large data sheet where 

they later testing the correlation with Spearman Correlation and traditional econometrics. 

The econometrics equation consists of both random and fixed variables. They later test 

                                                 
12 Radical innovation can be compared conversely with incremental innovations where the differences is 

the size of the technological change and incremental is small changes and radical is large changes. There is 

even one more degree of innovation which are smaller than incremental which is diffusion. Ashford et al. 

(1985) writes about this matter much deeper.   
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the different equations with David-MacKinnon (exogeneity test), Breusch-Pagan 

(heteroskedasticity) and autocorrelation.13  

In an article from 2003, Berglund & Söderholm (2003) does an econometric analysis of 

the waste paper recovery and utilization. The purpose is to provide an analysis of the 

determinants of differences between 49 countries worldwide regarding rates of waste 

paper and utilization. As with the previous studies (Lundmark & Söderholm 2004, Cole 

et al. 2011) the data that have been the basis for the analysis is interesting and how the 

econometric method is formed in order to perform reliable results. The data is cross-

section data which in some degree are similar to panel data although the time constant is 

removed. The econometrical method consists of pooled time series where the countries 

are divided into two pools of rich and middle-income. These results may not be 

overwhelming but highlights that both economic and political factors affects the rate. 

Further they test the equations with Hausman test for correlation and White’s test for 

heteroskedascity. They are, which will be interesting for this study as well, using the 

Chow test.  

There are also simulation studies as Mizobuchi & Kazuhiko (2007) where they have used 

econometrics to estimate a certain outcome. The report by Mizobushi & Kazuhiko (2007) 

estimates the CO2 emission function based on the production function taking the 

interregional spillover effect into account. The econometrics that have been used is a log 

likelihood function with spatial weights with variables that have different weights thus, 

with traditional OLS (ordinary least square) the estimations would have been violating 

the Gauss-Markow theorem (Dougherty, 2011). Their results show that there are 

differences in the geographical distribution of efficiency. 

Scrimgeour et al. (2005) focused in their article on the relative effectiveness of diverse 

types of environmental tax in New Zeeland. The model that been used is an enhanced 

CGE14 model that supports both long-run analysis as well as short-run analysis. The 

primary sector is the New Zeeland energy sector where the authors concludes that the 

implementation of a tax-based instrument should be gently in order to maximize the 

effect.   

                                                 
13 More in-depth reading for different types of testing can be found in Dougherty (2011)  
14 Computable General Equilibrium 
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In the same context, Lindmark & Bergquist (2008) presents a case-based study for a 

Swedish and a Canadian smelter in a historical view. They are especially studying the 

interaction between environmental policy, legislation and the company. They are 

mentioning the complexity in the Swedish case when the environmental policy is 

individual to respective plant. Their results are interesting due to they find that an increase 

in output while there was improvement in the environment, especially in the Swedish 

case. They further believe that the differences in improvements between the Swedish and 

Canadian smelter is due to differences in institutional factors i.e. environmental 

policymaking along with different income growth.  

3.4 Summarizing review  

The use of econometrics in economic analyzes is a convenient method to prove your 

thesis. Kemp & Pontoglio (2011) draw the conclusion that the econometric analysis has 

no general formula that is suited for every situation.  There is a significant difference how 

you can use the method of econometric, Lundmark & Söderholm (2004) shows one side 

of econometrics where they use a Translog function equation to estimate the rate of 

technological change. Cole, et al. (2013) shows one another side where they use in 

comparison a simpler equation. The common denominator between these two rather 

separated articles (together with Berglund & Söderholm 2004) is the use of econometrics 

when the basic data is panel data. The equation complexity is depending of the purpose 

and scope but also what type of basic data that has been gathered. Other methods besides 

the OLS-technique is Scrimgeour et al. (2005) where they use a CGE model or Mizobuchi 

& Kazuhiko (2007) which does a spatial simulation study. Table 1 shows the different 

methods that can be used in this report. The current research is extended when it comes 

to econometrics and this review intends to be linking possible methods that previously 

have been successfully used. The advantages of these studies are, that the theory and 

method to use in this report becomes clearer and more understandable. The major 

conclusion is that there are gaps in research regarding emission instrument limits and 

actual emission with an econometric approach. 

Following table will present the relevant econometric literature in a more perspicuous 

manner where the articles author, publishing year, method, what impact the article will 

have for this report and the articles results. Notice that only the most important result, in 

mind for this study, will be presented. Ergo, there are more results in all articles.   
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Table 1 - Summarized review of the literature 

Author(s) Year Method Impact Results 

Berglund & 

Söderholm 

2003 Econometrical Uses pooled time 

series with a similar 

database 

Economic and 

politics affect the 

rates of recovery and 

utilization 

Lundmark & 

Söderholm  

2004 Econometrical Uses a trans log cost 

function with a 

similar database 

The rates of 

technical change 

vary but in later 

years its rising 

Scrimgeour et 

al. 

2005 CGE Alternative method 

with the CGE to 

solve similar 

objective 

The tax adjustment 

should be phased in 

order to minimize 

unwanted effects 

Nentjes et al. 2007 Theoretical Provides basic 

theory for the 

method 

Finds a multi 

variable framework 

to maximize the 

regulators utility 

Cole et al.  2007 Econometrical Provides different 

solution for similar 

database 

Industrial output has 

a strong connection 

to emission  

Mizobushi & 

Kazuhiko 

2007 Spatial Alternative method 

to solve similar 

objective 

Reduction of CO2 

emission in Japanese 

urban areas is more 

effective than on the 

Japanese countryside 

Lindmark & 

Berquist 

2008 Econometrical/

Theoretical 

Provides both 

theoretical and 

econometrical 

solutions 

Finds evidence of 

institutional 

differences between 

countries that can 

affect the emission 

reduction 

Kemp & 

Pontoglio 

2011 Survey Provides basic 

overview for the 

field 

There is no general 

regression model, all 

models are applied 

Bergquist et 

al.  

2013 Theoretical Provides basic 

theory for the 

method 

The Swedish 

regulatory approach 

is facilitating deeper 

reduction 

 

The second sub objective for this study whether the implementation process affects the 

desirable outcome or not the paper by Nentjes et al. (2007) is a major input into the 
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discussion. Berquist et al. (2013) supports Nentjes et al. (2007) which strengthens the 

model and not to forget, within the SPPI. Lindmark & Berquist (2008) also strengthening 

the field through their case-based study that the SEPA has been more successful than the 

Canadian counterpart, especially when it comes to institutional framework. Several of the 

latter papers (i.e. Kemp & Pontoglio 2011, Nentjes et al. 2007, Berquist et al. 2013) are 

all discussing if the design of the instrument means more than the actual type which is 

useful to realize thus a CAC-instrument in the earlier literature should provide less 

incentives than a tax-based. Nonetheless, it shows that if the regulator pushes the limit 

beyond current technology the incentive to conduct research and development within the 

industry is so strong that it de facto makes it happen. 

This study’s contribution to the research is therefore, find a general model that, with 

respect to macroeconomic and geographical specific characteristics, demonstrates the 

importance of well-functioned institutional structures. These intuitional structures 

facilitate (as been discussed) compliance periods and by extension, deep emission 

reduction.  
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CHAPTER 4 - THE METHODOLOGY 

This chapter introduces the model and which variables, dummies etcetera that is used on 

the econometrical runs. The last section in this chapter discusses different issues and a 

general presentation of the model choice. 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Model specifications 

The first variable that will be used in the econometrical runs is emission (𝐸𝑖𝑡) which are 

the actual emission for the specific mill and year. This variable is the depending variable 

because the emission is the main cause of negative environmental impact and hence, the 

variable that the regulator wants to influence. The depending variable must have at least 

one explanatory variable. In this study, there are two. The first variable that could affect 

emission is the actual limit (𝐿𝑖𝑡), which as the emission variable, depending on specific 

mill and year. The third and final explanatory variable that could affect the level of 

emission is the size of the production (𝑃𝑖𝑡). Same as before the specific mill and year is 

representing.  The basic multiple model is accordingly:  

 𝐸𝑖 =  𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  휀𝑖𝑡 (1) 

Where 𝐸𝑖𝑡 is the depending variable with 𝑖 observation on the left-hand side. On the right-

hand side the explanatory variables, which consist of 𝛽2𝐿𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖. The 𝛽1,  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 and 

𝛽3𝑃𝑖 are the parameters of the equation. The last term in the model, 휀𝑖𝑡 is the disturbance 

term. The term origins from one of the general assumption of statistics, which is that no 

relationship is exact.  

This general model brings us in to the applied model that will be used. The variables and 

what notation the variables have is shown in the table along with a shorter explanation 

later. The first regular dummy addresses the possible issues with mill-specific disparities. 

The mill dummy denotes 𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑀𝑁

𝑖=1  and will show the differences between the mills. 

One another subject that the model could be influenced by is macro-economic effects or 

other cyclic events. The solution is a dummy variable of year that is introduced. This 
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dummy denotes 𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡
𝑌𝑇

𝑡=1 . Both regular dummies are constructed as if the specific year 

or mill equals the dummy-year/mill the dummy responds a 1. If not the dummy equals 

zero (0). These new dummy variables are qualitative i.e. shifting the intercept15. The first 

regular dummy, the mill-dummy is incorporated in the first model as follows: 

 

𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑀

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ 휀𝑖𝑡 

 

(2) 

When adding the year-dummy the model is: 

 

𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡  + 𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑀

𝑁

𝑖=1

+ 𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡
𝑌

𝑇

𝑡=1

+ 휀𝑖𝑡 

 

(3) 

Note that these two models are general. As being discussed in the next chapter there are 

20 mills and 33 years that is being tested in the same model-run.  

As was discussed substantially in chapter 1, the institutional restructuring which was 

carried out in 1999 changed the legislation environment. Another observation that has 

been spotted is that the use of compliance periods was higher before 1999 than after16. 

The interactive dummies are used for the compliance period as well as investigate if there 

are any differences between the time span of 1982 – 1998 and 1999-2013. The first 

interactive dummy addresses the issue if there are any differences between the early time 

span of 1985-1998 and the later time span of 1999-2013. The dummy is strongly 

connected to what has been discussed in section 1.5 with the SEPA and where the year of 

1999 can be an inflection point for the implementation process and thus the effectivity 

can be measured. The interactive dummy is constructed by if the limit is subject to a year 

before 1999 the responding value is the limit for the dummy. The last interactive dummy 

is the compliance period interactive dummy. The distinction and assumption what the 

difference is between an adequate compliance period or not is based on if the verdict from 

the regulator that sets limit into the future.17 The layout of the compliance dummy is 

similar to the earlier but with the framework of if there are a compliance period of e.g. 

                                                 
15 Another word that is used more in the basic literature is slope dummy variable. 
16 Chapter 5 discusses the time periods and compliance time in more detail. 
17 Actual verdicts states for example that, the firm should lower the emission this year with 10 tons, in 2 

years with additional 10 tons and that the final verdict with level of emission is postponed.  
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1985-1989 the responding value is the limit in this time span. The interactive dummies 

are in set forms where the early/late period denotes 𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡and 𝐿𝑖𝑡 is still the 

standard. The compliance period denotes 𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡.  

𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) 

𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) 

The first model without a simple dummy (model 1) but with an interactive dummy is 

therefore. 

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) + 

+ 휀𝑖𝑡 

 

(4) 

The dummy then just adds to model 2: 

   

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) + 

+ 𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡
𝑌𝑇

𝑡=1 +휀𝑡𝑖  

 

(5) 

And:   

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) + 

+ 𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡
𝑌𝑇

𝑡=1  + 𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑀𝑁

𝑖=1 +휀𝑡𝑖  

 

(6) 

The same scenario is with the second interactive dummy.   

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 + 𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) +  휀𝑖𝑡 

 

(7) 

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) +

 + 𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡
𝑌𝑇

𝑡=1  +휀𝑡𝑖 

 (8) 

   

 𝐸𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽2𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑖𝑡 +  𝛽4(𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡) +  𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡

𝑌𝑇
𝑡=1  +

 + 𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖
𝑀𝑁

𝑖=1 +휀𝑡𝑖   

 

   (9) 
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Table 2 presents the variables that will be used with a shorter description and what the 

variable denotes in respective model.  

 

Table 2 - Econometric variables that is used in the models’ 

Variable Description Denotes 

Emission 
Aggregated emission for 

each year and mill 
𝐸𝑖 

Limit 
Aggregated emission limit 

for each year and mill 
𝐿𝑖 

Production 
Aggregated production for 

each year and mill 
𝑃𝑖 

Mill 
Dummy variable for each 

mill 
𝛿1 ∑ 𝐷𝑖

𝑀

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Year 
Dummy variable for each 

year 
𝜇1 ∑ 𝐷𝑡

𝑌

𝑇

𝑡=1

 

Compliance period 
Compliance period 

interactive variable 

𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡 

  

Early/Late period 

Early or late period 

interactive variable where 

1=Early and 0=Late 
𝐷𝑖𝑡

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑥 𝐿𝑖𝑡 

 

 

4.2 Econometric issues 

The relevant diagnostic testing is the T-tests and F-tests for the variables of limit and 

production to examine if the variables is explanatory. The F-test addresses the possible 

problem with multicollinearity due to the relative closeness in connection between 

production and limitations in emission. Further the more applied testing’s is the Chow-

test the will test the structural stability of the interactive dummies.  

The choice of using a fixed effect regression model is derived directly from the panel data 

material. The major advantage of using this type of regression model is the problem with 

unobserved heterogeneity bias that would occur with a simple regression model. The bias 

occurs when a group of observations is relating to a given individual (Dougherty 2011). 

The fixed effect regression model has diverse designs where the difference lies in what 

the model does with the unobserved heterogeneity. This study uses the design of LSDV 
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(least squares dummy variable) where the unobserved effect is lifted in to the model 

instead of eliminating it. This is being done with the dummies of mill and year. One large 

pitfall using this model is the “dummy-trap”18. This study uses reference cases to avoid 

that problem.  

 

 

  

                                                 
18 In Dougherty (2011) p. 235 the dummy-trap is discussed and why it would cause problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 – DEFINITIONS AND SOURCES 

This chapter outlines the data prior the regression analysis in the chapter 6. First, on an 

individual level and second on a group level, where all the mills will be presented 

together. All number and figures are on an annual basis. On the right-hand axis, the 

production is measured in ton and on the left-hand axis emissions, also in ton.  

 

 

 

 

5.1 References and database  

As has been mentioned earlier, the database for the econometrical calculation derives 

from mainly two sources; verdicts and measured data. The differences between these two 

are rather distinct. The verdicts are certificates of production maximum and emission 

maximum. The actual production and emission is from a branch association called 

Skogsindustrierna and their environmental database (Skogsindustrierna 2017). The data 

base is therefore the measured and collected data. The problem with these references is 

that it is one single reference for each observation and hence, the general and accepted 

referencing would be overwhelming to present in a regular manner. That is why a general 

reference is presented for the determined limits and actual figures for the emission and 

production. One example is the verdict for Gruvön mill in 1986 which is also happen to 

be during a compliance period. The verdict says that the emission of COD cannot exceed 

95 ton per day for the year of 1986 and 80 ton per day in year 1987 as an annual average19. 

The exact reference for this single verdict is:  

LBEP decision, 1986-12-04, no. 190/86, ref. 507-109/86, annex. 15, LBEP for 

environmental protection, licensing dep., ref. 109-110, 113, 115, 1986, E1:1239, National 

Archives, Arninge 

The conclusion is therefore, the verdicts/certificates constitutes what the mill faces in the 

future regarding emission limit and production maximum. It is also in these verdicts the 

                                                 
19 These numbers are recalculated towards the econometric runs to total emission in ton per year.  
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possible compliance periods can be found. The collected data is thus, the reality. How 

much has the mill emit and what production had it.  

5.2 Graphical review of the mills 

This review has the time span of 1980 – 2013 although 

the foundations to the regression is fitted in years, but 

that is because of the conditions of the data set20. The 

deoxygenation of the Baltic Sea is severe and getting 

larger in scope (Carstensen et al. 2014). 64 percent of 

the mills that is included in this study faces the Gulf of 

Bothnia and the Baltic Sea. Notice that around the gulf 

of Gävle there are three mills located closed to each 

other (in fact these mills are located inside the same 

industry area) and thus, the impact of COD emissions 

is even greater for the Baltic Sea from that “hot-spot”. 

21 The general conclusion when analyzing the mills are 

that there is possible to lower the emission while an 

increase in production is possible. The mills 

adjustment to a new level of emission starts a couple 

of years earlier which enables a smooth transition. 

This can especially be seen in those mills who has been 

permitted a compliance period. Diverse types of 

emission adjustment can be seen. Just based on a graphical analyze it is impossible to 

derive deeper why a specific reduction process has the actual look. Three types will be 

discussed from this study point of view and these are Gruvön – Figure 10, Karlsborg - 

Figure 13, Munksund – Figure 15. For Gruvön the emission follows the limit close 

although the limit has been greatly reduced. The noteworthy is that the reduction of 

emission starts 1-3 years ahead the limit is in place. The results are that the Gruvön Mill 

has not even once during the last 30 years violated the set limit. The mill in Iggesund has 

a slight different process than Gruvön. The new level of limit in 2004 was already met as 

early as in 1995. The mill has had two periods of compliance but the steep reduction in 

                                                 
20 The data set that has been described earlier is unbalanced hence the different years for each mill. 

However, there is no obstacles to display these years (that is incomplete) in a figure thus is just shows an 

empty space of a curve and nothing else.  
21 The three mills are Skutskär, Norrsundet and Korsnäs which are located a few miles south of Gävle. 

Figure 4 - Geographical overview of the 

mills 
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earlier years has become lasting. The gap between emission and limit is also relatively 

large. One possible answer is that the LBEP consider that the emission would not increase 

due to the new sophisticated cleaning technology.  One another possible answer can be 

that the production has not increased (due to LBEP production maximum control) and in 

that way, control the emission. The mill at Munksund has one of the least volatile history. 

The limit is almost frozen around 6000 tons a year. One possible answer is that the 

changes in production was met by changes in cleaning efficiency simultaneously. The 

results are that the LBEP do not consider that the limit should change. Thus, the limit is 

intact.  

As can be seen there are no exact answer how the regulator should design the emission 

reduction process. The common denominator throughout these three examples is 

flexibility.  

In the following figures the compliance period is pointed out for all mills. The exact years 

is in the following table. 

 

Table 3 – Actual compliance periods in this study  

Mill Years 

Dynäs 2000-2009 

Gruvön 1982-1987, 1998-2000, 2002-2006 

Iggesund 1988-1992, 2003-2011 

Karlsborg 1989-2001 

Korsnäs 2002-2004 

Munksund 1983-1986 

Mönsterås 1986-1988 

Mörrum 1995-2002 

Skoghall 1979-1984 

Värö 1986-1990, 2000-2003 

Östrand 1986-1988, 1998-2000 
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Figure 5 - Emission, performance standards and production for Aspa mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 6 - Emission, performance standards and production for Billingsfors mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 7 - Emission, performance standards and production for Bäckhammar mill 1980 - 2013 
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Figure 8 - Emission, performance standards and production for Dynäs mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 9 - Emission, performance standards and production for Frövi mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 10 - Emission, performance standards and production for Gruvön mill 1980 – 2013 
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Figure 11 - Emission, performance standards and production for Husum mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 12 - Emission, performance standards and production for Iggesund mill 1980 – 2013 

 

Figure 13 - Emission, performance standards and production for Karlsborg mill 1980 - 2013 
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Figure 14 - Emission, performance standards and production for Korsnäs mill 1980 - 2013 

 

Figure 15 - Emission, performance standards and production for Munksund mill 1980 – 2013 

 

Figure 16 - Emission, performance standards and production for Mönsterås mill 1980 - 2013 
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Figure 17 - Emission, performance standards and production for Mörrum mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

Figure 18 - Emission, performance standards and production for Norrsundet mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

Figure 19 - Emission, performance standards and production for Obbola mill 1980 - 2013 
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Figure 20 - Emission, performance standards and production for Skoghall mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

Figure 21 - Emission, performance standards and production for Skutskär mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

Figure 22 - Emission, performance standards and production for Skärblacka mill 1980 - 2013 
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Figure 23 - Emission, performance standards and production for Vallvik mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

Figure 24 - Emission, performance standards and production for Värö mill 1980 - 2013 

 

 

 

Figure 25 - Emission, performance standards and production for Östrand mill 1980 - 2013 
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5.3 Alignment of the data 

In the underlying data, the actually observed unique observations22 is three columns with 

566 rows adding up a total number of 1 698 unique observations. With the use of 

dummies23 the underlying data has 57 columns. For obvious reason this cannot been 

presented. One mill, “Lövholmen” is dropped towards the regression hence the greater 

loss of data in the original dataset. The statistical summary is presented by a table which 

point out the regular statistical key values. As can be seen in the table and in the section 

5.2 there are major differences between how big the production is, hence the differences 

in emission and limit. Additional boxplots for a deeper presentation is found in Appendix 

I. As been discussed earlier the single observation is read by ton/year regardless what type 

it is (emission/limit/production). Hence, the next table shows the maximum, minimum 

etcetera in ton per year.  

 

Table 4 - Summary statistic over the data 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
22 The problem with the observed data is that older emission samples is measured in biological oxygen 

demand (BOD) whilst chemical oxygen demand (COD) has replaced as the dominating measuring 

technique in the last 30-40 years. In section 1.5 the differences are discussed. However, only a few 

observations in the time period is measured in BOD which are removed and replaced with the average 

results from 3 years earlier and 3 years after giving an acceptable approximation.  
23 In section 4.1 there is more in-depth discussion regarding the dummies that is used. In the underlying 

data, the mills dummy counts to 20 columns and the time dummy counts to 33 columns with a span from 

1981 to 2013.  

Emission 

(ton) 

Limit 

(ton) 

Production 

(ton) 

Min. 299 1200 41 952 

1st Qu. 5042 6378 228 853 

Median 7570 8786 322 678 

Mean 9517 12 920 351 964 

3rd Qu. 12 600 18 794 446 249 

Max. 44 000 44 000 762 000 
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CHAPTER 6 - EMPIRICAL DATA AND RESULTS 

The following chapter starts with the regression results and how the author interprets 

these. The next section discusses the results more thoroughly with connections to recent 

research and policy implications.   

 

 

 

 

6.1 Regression results 

The econometric results will be presented in the same order as the method is presented. 

To avoid the “dummy-trap” that occurs when using a LSDV-model (as being discussed 

under section 4.2) the Aspa mill-dummy and the year of 1981-dummy was dropped before 

the econometrical runs due to reference cases.  

The significant level of the coefficients’ is presented in the tables with *. The distribution 

of significance levels is as follows: 

* = Significance at 10% level 

** = Significance at 5% level 

*** = Significance at 1% level 

The significance is generally strong in the basic variables (limit and production) as well 

as the year-dummy and the interactive dummies. The only dummy that was insufficient 

and thus not explanatory was the mill dummy.  

The model statistics is also strong with high R-squared statistics and F-values. The 

tendency is that the single model has higher R-squared statistics and lower F-value 

statistics the more variables that is in use.  

Notice that all the F-values is significant at the 0.1 % level. A complementary Chow-test 

shows that the null hypothesis can be rejected. That implies that coefficients are not the 

same. The Chow-test can be found in Appendix II for further reading.  
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The econometrical results are reasonable and with the dummies present one can model it 

down what emission a specific mill and year should have, based on this data material. 

The coefficients of limit and production are rather low thru all basic (model 1,2,3) models 

as can be seen. This is also reasonable thus the emission is such a small part of the entire 

production. The coefficient of limit is higher than production in all models which also 

make sense. It is hard to discuss and compare the actual numbers thus the absent of similar 

studies. Nonetheless, some signs can be seen. The differences in mills (model 2,5,8) are 

consistent. The year dummy coefficient decreases meaning that the emission is being 

lowered almost every year from 1982 and onwards. There are a few interruptions in the 

decrease (e.g. 1986-1988, 1999-2001). These interruptions can certainly be deduced 

further but in this study, they are only noticed.  

The last part of these models was the interactive variable (model 4-9). The first interactive 

variable was the time periods of 1982-1998 and 1999-2013. The coefficient responding a 

value of 0.49 without dummies (model 4) and 0.65 with all dummies (model 6). The 

second and last interactive variable was the compliance variable. It was also positive with 

0.13 without any dummies (model 7) and 0.07 with all dummies (model 9).  
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Table 5 - Coefficient value, significance and model statistics for models’ 1,2,3 

 

  

  Model 1   Model 2   Model 3     Model 1 cont.   Model 2 cont.   Model 3 cont.   

Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L.   Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. 

Constant 1125.74 *** 2626.95 *** 12020.5 ***   1988       -5944.82 *** 

Limit 0.61057 *** 0.63868 *** 0.47193 ***   1989       -6607.37 *** 

Production 0.00143   -0.01132 *** -0.0005     1990       -7870.89 *** 

Billingsnäs    -2073.56 * -1649.68     1991       -7299.76 *** 

Bäckhammar    -577.192   -1280.8     1992       -8261.71 *** 

Dynäs    1682.52 * 168.513     1993       -8736.28 *** 

Frövi    -178.011   -2402.28 ***   1994       -8536.47 *** 

Gruvön    10606.7 *** 6468.46 ***   1995       -8442.38 *** 

Husum    -32.9273   -172.36     1996       -8651.41 *** 

Iggesund    -1086.35   -1276.11     1997       -8886.02 *** 

Karlsborg    -305.429   -320.298     1998       -9141.61 *** 

Korsnäs    7534.52 *** 3916.3 **   1999       -9257.75 *** 

Munksund    1430.56   -851.287     2000       -9023.12 *** 

Mönsterås    4915.58 *** 321.252     2001       -9489.77 *** 

Mörrum    4626.75 *** 2982.31 ***   2002       -9750.35 *** 

Norrsundet    1329.44   -747.778     2003       -9498.65 *** 

Obbola    2853.47 *** -309.679     2004       -9897.54 *** 

Skoghall    1746.48   37.357     2005       -10597.4 *** 

Skutskär    3071.06 ** 1438.18     2006       -10690.7 *** 

Skärblacka    2348.25 ** 36.0759     2007       -10753.7 *** 

Vallvik    1890.88 ** 1375.82     2008       -11452 *** 

Värö    4080.12 *** 2703.79 **   2009       -11880.6 *** 

Östrand    5657.55 *** 3739.09 ***   2010       -11682 *** 

1982       -888.531     2011       -11075.5 *** 

1983       -3548.05     2012       -11454.7 *** 

1984       -6083.02 ***   2013       -12152.3 *** 

1985       -6779.51 ***   R-squared 0.70144   0.80875   0.8394   

1986       -7239.45 ***   F-value 661.35005   104.37519   49.46118   

1987         -6317.05 ***               
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Table 6 - Coefficient value, significance and model statistics for models’ 4,5,6 

   Model 4   Model 5   Model 6     Model 4 cont.   Model 5 cont.   Model 6 cont.   

Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L.   Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. 

Constant 255.792   2320.07 *** 3368.38 **   1987       -1684.24   

Limit 0.25553 *** 0.017139 *** 0.07474 ***   1988       -1590.5   

Production 0.00849 *** 0.00296   0.00314 *   1989       -1917.92   

< 1999 0.49654 *** 0.4836 *** 0.65364 ***   1990       -2442.84 * 

Billingsnäs    -1924.12 ** -2090.42 ***   1991       -2575.21 ** 

Bäckhammar    -2173.33 *** -2609.44 ***   1992       -2985.04 ** 

Dynäs    -178.719   -104.406     1993       -3161.45 ** 

Frövi    -2049.94 *** -1838.55 ***   1994       -2914.34 ** 

Gruvön    4872.38 *** 4392.24 ***   1995       -2950.52 ** 

Husum    4174.41 *** 6088.93 ***   1996       -2998.31 ** 

Iggesund    672.098   1508.16 **   1997       -3133.8 ** 

Karlsborg    1190.76   1943.8 ***   1998       -3288.97 ** 

Korsnäs    4021.5 *** 4111.84 ***   1999       2296.44 * 

Munksund    -405.738   -131.649     2000       2176.97   

Mönsterås    -442.119   -264.817     2001       1497.16   

Mörrum    2408.91 *** 2564,58 ***   2002       1201,36   

Norrsundet    621.706   574.611     2003       1032.2   

Obbola    -1083.66   -986.027     2004       637.47   

Skoghall    899.927   1563.99 *   2005       -99.0406   

Skutskär    2099.25 ** 2663.17 ***   2006       -243.158   

Skärblacka    165.602   464.112     2007       -440.955   

Vallvik    1802.64 ** 2063.84 ***   2008       -1241.76   

Värö    2347.08 *** 2470.14 ***   2009       -1640.94   

Östrand    2919.41 *** 2988.02 ***   2010       -1487.91   

1982        -300.016     2011       -918.435   

1983       -682.244     2012       -1311.58   

1984       -1277.61     2013       -2025.53   

1985       -1625.46     R-squared 0.86397   0.89521   0.93148   

1986         -1858.31     F-value 1189.7692   201.31342   126.0518   
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Table 7 - Coefficient value, significance and model statistics for models’ 7,8,9 

 

 

  Model 7   Model 8   Model 9     Model 7 cont.   Model 8 cont.   Model 9 cont.   

Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L.   Variable Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. Coefficient S.L. 

Constant 1020.54 *** 3024.64 *** 12979.4 ***   1987       -6913.76 *** 

Limit 0.57394 *** 0.5957 *** 0.42689 ***   1988       -6618.85 *** 

Production 0.0022 * -0.01222 *** -0.00122     1989       -7098.1 *** 

Compliance 0.13127 *** 0.07845 *** 0.07787 ***   1990       -8377.35 *** 

Billingsnäs    -2352.12 ** -1918.13 *   1991       7762.28 *** 

Bäckhammar    -771.089   -1466.75     1992       -8717.82 *** 

Dynäs    1564.48 * 25.4728     1993       -9083.93 *** 

Frövi    -248.391   -2489.97 ***   1994       -8896.18 *** 

Gruvön    10762 *** 6568.79 ***   1995       -8889.36 *** 

Husum    1731.75   1551.91     1996       -9167.13 *** 

Iggesund    -979.902   -1179.14     1997       -9374.92 *** 

Karlsborg    -651.574   -684.255     1998       -9799.13 *** 

Korsnäs    8488.52 *** 4816.81 ***   1999       -9917.79 *** 

Munksund    1477.26   -824.721     2000       -9702.37 *** 

Mönsterås    5252.36 *** 586.163     2001       -10105.4 *** 

Mörrum    4812.65 *** 3121.11 ***   2002       -10422.1 *** 

Norrsundet    1754.03 * -332.622     2003       -10188.5 *** 

Obbola    3016.85 *** -205.133     2004       -10549.6 *** 

Skoghall    2590.7 * 833.636     2005       -11194.4 *** 

Skutskär    3996.63 *** 2319.29 *   2006       -11281.2 *** 

Skärblacka    2788.84 ** 439.612     2007       -11324.4 *** 

Vallvik    2060.33 ** 1533.08 *   2008       12029.9 *** 

Värö    4060.25 *** 2657.66 **   2009       -12464.4 *** 

Östrand    6120.51 *** 4154.6 ***   2010       -12242.2 *** 

1982       -1739.78     2011       -11632.8 *** 

1983       -4398.37 **   2012       -11988.6 *** 

1984       -6794.37 ***   2013       -12691.1 *** 

1985       -7312.05 ***   R-squared 0.71493   0.81196   0.84236   

1986         -7904.1 ***   F-value 469.82   101.75213   49.54849   
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6.2 Discussion 

As being discussed in section 1.5 the Swedish legislation process had to readjust in 1999. 

The results show the impact of this readjustment. Before 1999 the legislation was more 

efficient towards reduction in emission. The reasons can be many and at this stage it is 

hard to pinpoint the exact cause. However, as the figures in section 5.3 shows24 the trend 

is that it was more feasible that the regulator allowed compliance before 1999 than after.  

It is not significant differences between the two periods but there are still there, showing 

that the latter period tends to be less efficient. One explanation could be the asymmetric 

information that is discussed in chapter 2. The asymmetric information problem could 

occur, with lower level of new technology, but still meeting the emission levels. Hence, 

the opportunity to tighten the levels further in time and reduce emission even more is not 

an opportunity due to the level of technology. Furthermore, the new institutional form of 

five environmental courts could create uneven permits. In this study, the mills are evenly 

distributed thru Sweden meaning that the latter permits/limits have diverse permit 

holders. These results are validating the work by Lindmark & Bergquist (2008). The 

competence was before 1999 gathered to one specific court (LBEP). This means that 

today this competence should be available on five separate places. The econometric 

results indicate that this has not been met.  

The underlying idea behind setting levels of emission stricter than current technology can 

handle, is deeper reduction further in time. Due to surplus in cleaning in the short run i.e. 

short after the development the regulator have the opportunity to set even stricter levels 

to maximize the abatement. This effect can be seen in the verdicts as well in the graphical 

overview. These verdicts are often temporary in their design and several years later the 

final decision is made. Further the mills are getting a recovery period between the 

compliance periods, probably to let the firms to settle on an economical level but also on 

a technical level. The Gruvön mill has a remarkable legislation process in that matter. As 

can be seen in figure 10, several compliance periods have been integrated in the process. 

The results for Gruvön is a 78 percent reduction of emission with a 130 percent increase 

in production during 1981 – 2013. The limit has been lowered in the same period with 66 

percent. According to Nentjes et al. (2007) the only variable that the regulator can 

influence is the compliance period as well as the excessive cost perception. Together with 

                                                 
24 In appendix I it is easier to get an overview of the years that is subject to a compliance period.  
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the economical runs this confirms the positive relationship between compliance periods 

and emission and the intuitive conclusion is that the compliance period affects the final 

level of emission. One noticeable attribute the compliance period tends to have when 

adding possible economic macro events (i.e. year-dummy) and location specific 

determinants (i.e. mill-dummy) is that the impact is decreasing. This could derive to the 

mathematical framework in section 2.3.1 and the discussion regarding LBEP in section 

1.5. The SEPA and LBEP want to maximize the reduction but with the greater insight in 

the industry, the compliance time is hard compromised and the effect of the compliance 

time is lower. This shows the regulators flexibility to maintain incentives for further R&D 

with respect to abatement costs, compliance time and uncertainty.  

It is already known that the performance standard as an instrument have a high goal 

completion. It is also known that the incentives of R&D tend to decrease after the set limit 

has been reached. However, the incentives are replaced with the compliance period as a 

motivator for extended R&D. One aspect that is not consider in this study is the supplier 

side of new cleaning technology. This factor to the process should not be ignored although 

the basic economic literature says that the money follows where the return is, i.e. a new 

demand will be met by a profit-seeking supply.     

6.2.2 Policy implications 

The models that has been formed to best interpret the problem and circumventing several 

possible unwanted effects should be consider in other situations. Possible macro or 

location determined effects are spotted thru the dummies that have been used hence, the 

model can be used more generally. The direct application is other industries similar to the 

SPPI. The results on the other hand can be used more widely. By extensions that means 

that the results could be interpreted in other industries that uses performance standards. 

Direct policy implications that can be concluded from the results are that the use of 

compliance periods should be expanded. Both the theory and the econometric results 

points in that direction. Indirect policy implications can be found under the interactive 

dummy of the time periods. The results, as already been discussed, shows that the period 

before 1999 shows a higher efficiency in regulations than after 1999. The complex 

institutional framework with the LBEF had its advantages, in comparison to today’s 

framework. However, a new restructure is not likely in the foreseeable future. The 

solution could be more compliance periods. A compliance period has a high output in 
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comparison to what burden its causes the regulator. Yes, the process becomes protracted 

but weights this up with a final lower level of emission.  
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CHAPTER 7 – CONLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

 

 

 

The objective for this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the performance 

standard in the SPPI and the impact of the restructure in 1999, as well as an adequate 

compliance period. Recent research has not focused on an econometric interpretation but 

rather theoretical approaches towards the problems with efficient performance standards. 

This study aimed to complete this recent research and strengthen the field with a different 

approach.  

Thus the lack of econometric input, the method of this study focused on a simple but yet, 

explanatory model. The unwanted macro and location determined effects that could has 

affected the model was circumvented thru simple dummies that gave strong explanatory 

variables.  

The results support the earlier research (e.g. Lindmark & Bergquist 2008, Bergquist et al. 

2013) where SPPI has had a center role. Furthermore, the results also by extension support 

Nentjes et al., (2007). Policy implications are that a use of compliance period will often 

imply a more effective process in that it becomes easier for firms to achieve more radical 

emission reductions than otherwise.  

As the economical runs, and the graphical figures shows, the emission of COD in the 

SPPI clearly follows the limit. For some mills, the process of reducing emission has been 

slower than others. However, a closer look shows that the connection between these two 

variables is positive and significant thru all 9 econometrical models. Furthermore, the 

positive connections between emissions and both interactive dummies can be seen thru 

all models.  

The conclusion of this are: 

a) The emission limit has a desirable effect to the emission reduction 
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b) The time before 1999 had a more effective intuitional structure than after 1999 in 

words of that a reduction of the limit had a higher effect before 1999. 

c) A compliance period reduces the emission more than if there would not have been 

a compliance period.  

The sole purpose of the econometric runs was not to find an exact value of the basic 

coefficients, although these were also presented. As being described in section 4.2 the 

dummy coefficients show the unobserved heterogeneity. The purpose was to find what 

value the correlation had, i.e. positive or negative. The positive connections follow the 

recent research and the theories behind.  

A more continuous study should be conducted involving more hazardous substances on 

more industries. It has been 18 years since the Environmental Code was introduced and 

the results in this study show a deterioration in effectiveness. For maximum impact and 

to meet set goals (which not will be done in 2020) a bigger evaluation must be conducted.  

The compliance period for performance standards should be treated as incentives within 

tax regulation. The major setbacks for taxes are the diffuse goal completion as well as the 

information problem. Both setbacks do not affect performance standard and thus, the 

performance standard in full should be more efficient as an instrument. The further 

research should focus on the efficiency differences between these instruments. The work 

by Nentjes et al. (2007) is an important insight in the choice and debate of which 

instrument that suits the emission type and industry. Thus, a development of their 

conclusions should be considered for other instrument types.  
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APPENDIX I 

 

 

 

 

Boxplot over emission, limits and production data 

These three boxplots are measured in ton on the y-axis. Further they follow ordinary 

boxplot layout with outliers, average and so on. These exact number is discussed in 

section 5.3.  

 

Figure 26 - Boxplot of Emission 
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Figure 27 - Boxplot of production 

 

Figure 28 - Boxplot of Limit 
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APPENDIX II 

 

 

 

 

Chow-test  

The following Chow-test follows the standard procedure. Notice that both models with 

interactive dummies are tested and the specific model number follows the earlier 

numbering, hence the interactive dummy with time periods of before and after 1999 will 

have RSS4 and the compliance dummy will have RSS7. The first group of the first dummy 

will accordingly denotes RSS41 and so on. Further the new calculated RSS will denote 

RSS10 and RSS11. The RSS10 is RSS41 + RSS42 and RSS11 is RSS4 – RSS10.  

The same framework is for the set that consist RSS7 with RSS12 and RSS13 as the 

calculated RSS.  

The test statistical for both interactive dummies are: 

𝐹(𝑘, 𝑛 − 2𝑘) =  
𝑅𝑆𝑆11

𝑘⁄

𝑅𝑆𝑆10
𝑛−2𝑘⁄

   𝐹(𝑘, 𝑛 − 2𝑘) =  
𝑅𝑆𝑆12

𝑘⁄

𝑅𝑆𝑆13
𝑛−2𝑘⁄

  

RSS10 = 0.205799 + 0.281348E+10 = 0.281348E+10 

RSS11 = 0.401810E+10 – 0.281348E+10 = 0.120462E+10 

𝐹(3,556) =  
0.120462𝐸 + 10

3⁄

0.281348𝐸 + 10
556⁄

= 79.35  

F (3,556)0.01% = 3.81 

Conclusion: Reject null hypothesis, the coefficient is not the same 


